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Abstract: All-dielectric nanoantennas, consisting of high
refractive index semiconductor material, are drawing a
great deal of attention in nanophotonics. Owing to their
ability to manipulate efficiently the flow of light within
sub-wavelength volumes, they have become the building
blocks of a wide range of new photonic metamaterials
and devices. The interaction of the antenna with light is
largely governed by its size, geometry, and the symme-
try of the multitude of optical cavity modes it supports.
Already for simple antenna shapes, unraveling the full
modal spectrum using conventional far-field techniques is
nearly impossible due to the spatial and spectral overlap
of the modes and their symmetry mismatch with incident
radiation fields. This limitation can be circumvented by
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using localized excitation of the antenna. Here, we report
on the experimental near-field probing of optical higher
order cavity modes (CMs) and whispering gallery modes
(WGMs) in amorphous silicon nanoantennas with sim-
ple, but fundamental, geometrical shapes of decreasing
rotational symmetry: a disk, square, and triangle. Tap-
ping into the near-field using an aperture type scanning
near-field optical microscope (SNOM) opens a window on
a rich variety of optical patterns resulting from the local
excitation of antenna modes of different order with even
and odd parity. Numerical analysis of the antenna and
SNOMprobe interaction shows how the near-field patterns
reveal the node positions of – and allows us to distinguish
between – cavity and whispering gallery modes. As such,
this study contributes to a richer and deeper characteri-
zation of the structure of light in confined nanosystems,
and their impact on the structuring of the light fields they
generate.

Keywords: all-dielectric nanophotonics; cavity and whis-
pering gallery modes; higher order modes; nanoantenna;
odd and even symmetry; scanning near-field optical
microscopy.

1 Introduction

All-dielectric nanostructures are becoming key elements
in modern nanophotonics R&D, allowing efficient control
of the phase, polarization, and direction of light [1]. Two-
dimensional arrangements of subwavelength nanoparti-
cles make it possible to create ultrathin metasurfaces
[2] operating as efficient lenses [3], polarizers [4], non-
linear [5–9] andmagneto-optical devices [10, 11], ultrafast
switches [12, 13], light emitting devices [14–16], directional
light scatterers [17–20], and photonic topological insula-
tors [21, 22]. A single all-dielectric nanoparticle in such
metasurfaces operates as an optical nanoantenna that
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manipulates light through the excitation of various electric
and magnetic optical modes [23].

The full mode spectrum of a nanoantenna can be sig-
nificantly expanded by giving it a non-spherical shape. It
enables the excitation of higher order modes and thereby
offers opportunities for more elaborate light flow manip-
ulation and tunability compared to low order modes.
Depending on the spatial field distribution, the higher
order modes are localized either inside the whole volume
of the nanoantenna – cavity modes (CMs), or around the
nanoantenna’s edge – whispering gallery modes (WGMs).
Spatial and spectral overlapping of higher order CMs and
WGMs in nanoantennas complicates their analysis using
conventional far-field optical techniques. Moreover, the
presence of mirror symmetry planes of complex shaped
nanoantennas splits optical modes in ones with even or
odd parity (symmetry). As the electromagnetic field of a
plane wave source at normal incidence possesses even
and odd parity with respect to the two symmetry planes, it
allowscouplingwithonly specificmodes [24–28].Whereas
modes withmismatching symmetry are forbidden for exci-
tation, inclined illumination is able to break this symmetry
coupling rule [29–32]. Numerical works have shown, nev-
ertheless, that a point dipole source can efficiently couple
to both even and odd parity modes and as such modify
its emission [33–35]. Therefore, local excitation within the
near-field becomes a crucial approach to excite and visu-
alize higher order modes in all-dielectric nanoantennas of
increasingly complex shapes.

Variousoptical techniquesexist for the localexcitation
and visualization of optical modes in photonic structures
at the nanoscale. The visualization of plasmonic charge
density waves in gold microstructures was realized by
scanning a plasmonic antenna with a highly focused light
beamwhile recording the scattered intensity [36]. Angular-
resolved cathodoluminescence using a high energy elec-
tron beam allows the local excitation andmapping of high
and low order radial and azimuthal resonant modes in
silicon (Si) nanodisks [37], and hybridized symmetric and
antisymmetric modes in Si bar dimers [38]. A wide vari-
ety of even and odd surface plasmon modes have been
mapped using electron beams in metallic nanoantennas
of different shapes: rod [39], disk [40], square [41], triangle
[42], and their coupled systems [43–45].

Alternatively, the mapping of optical mode distri-
butions with subwavelength resolution can be achieved
using scanning near-field optical microscopy (SNOM).
Here, either a sharp metal coated needle-like (aper-
tureless) probe or a hollow, metal coated probe with a
subwavelength hole at its apex (aperture) is scanned

over the surface of the nanophotonic systems. An SNOM
measurement is typically performed with one of two
conventional approaches: the collection or illumination
scheme.

In the collection scheme, the modes of the nanoan-
tennas are excited from the far-field, and an aperture or
aperturelessprobepicksuptheirnear-field.Suchnear-field
studies have been performed on plasmonic nanoanten-
nas of different shapes including disks, rods, triangles,
Yagi-Uda antennas [46–51] and all-dielectric nanoanten-
nas with, e.g., the visualization of electric quadrupole [52]
and anapole [53, 54] modes in Si-nanodisks, and the mag-
netic field in the gap of Si-nanodisk dimers [55]. However,
such a technique allows coupling only to a limited number
of modes available for plane wave excitation, and tilted
illumination should be used in order to access both even
and odd parity modes.

In the SNOM illumination scheme, a localized near-
field light source is generated around the apex of an
aperture or apertureless probe by illuminating it from
the far-field. In this case, we obtain a unique subwave-
length polarized light source. This localized source can
provide a symmetry breaking effect that allows an efficient
excitation of even and odd parity modes. As such, multi-
ple plasmonic modes in various antenna shapes [56–59]
and optical Fabry–Pérot modes with odd and even parity
in amorphous silicon nanorods [60] have been mapped.
Notwithstanding that such a variety of higher order opti-
cal modes has been observed in plasmonic structures of
various shapes, near-fieldprobingof all-dielectric nanoan-
tennas was performed only in disk and rod shapes where
several higher order spectrally and spatially separated
optical modes have been studied. The modification of a
dielectric antenna shape expands the set of higher-order
CMs and WGMs with high Q−factor. The spectral and spa-
tial overlapping of CMs and WGMs can be exploited to
increase the optical density of states which is crucial for
light-emittingandnon-lineardevices.However, the coexis-
tenceofmultiple spectrally overlappedhigherordermodes
at a single wavelength significantly complicates the anal-
ysis and interpretation of SNOM data as compared to a
single optical mode.

In the current work, we used the aperture type scan-
ningnear-fieldopticalmicroscopy for theprobingofhigher
CMs and WGMs in all-dielectric nanoantennas with basic
geometries of different rotational symmetry. We show
experimentally and numerically that the SNOM aperture
probe in the illumination scheme excites higher order
transverse electric and magnetic modes in disk, square,
and triangular antennas consisting of amorphous silicon
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(𝛼-Si). Due to the coexistence of a rich variety of modes at
a single wavelength, the SNOM maps do not necessarily
represent the field distribution of individual optical modes
but rather a superposition. Therefore, to provide a thor-
ough analysis of the intensity contrast in SNOMmaps, the
scanningprocess of eachnanoantennawas simulatedwith
a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) solver. From these
simulations, we can expose the coincidence of features in
theSNOMmapsandtheantennas’electricormagneticfield
modal distributions. At the same time, the wavelengths
and probe positions that result in resonant excitation of
the different modes can be identified by maxima of the
electric field localization.

2 Results and discussion
The experimental scheme for the near-field mapping is
illustrated in Figure 1(a). The local excitation of the optical
modes is obtained by focusing polarized supercontinuum
laser light in the wavelength range from 𝜆 = 600 nm to
𝜆 = 750nmona subwavelength hole at the apex of 100nm
Al-coated aperture SNOM probe (see the Measurements
and simulations inMethods section, SupplementaryMate-
rials formore details). The full SNOMmap of each nanoan-
tenna is obtained by scanning its surface with the probe in
contact mode and recording the transmitted light intensity
(T) collected by the objective lens shown at the bottom.

2.1 Disk
We start the discussion with the study of an 𝛼-Si nan-
odisk on a glass substrate. The disk diameter is 515 nm and
thickness is 96 nm (see the SEM image in Figure 1(b)).
For details on the sample fabrication, we refer to the
sample fabrication in Methods section and atomic force
microscopy section in Supplementary Materials. Experi-
mental SNOM maps at different wavelengths in the range
from 𝜆 = 600 nm to 𝜆 = 750 nm are shown in Figure 1(c).
SNOM maps consist of the bright and dark areas corre-
sponding to high and low light transmittance through the
SNOM probe–antenna system. The transmittance is modi-
fied due to the excitation of higher order optical modes in
the nanodisk. The strong wavelength dependence of the
patterns in these SNOM maps is similar to the frequency
dependence of acoustic Chladni patterns observed on a
metallic plate covered by sand and locally driven by a bow
[61]. Using full-field 3D FDTD simulations, the experimen-
talmaps can accurately be reproduced, as is demonstrated
by comparing panel (c) with (d) in Figure 1. The full
scanning near-fieldmicroscopy configuration is taken into

account for these simulations, including thenanoantenna,
the substrate, and the probe (see SNOM simulations in
the Methods section, Supplementary Materials for more
details). To show how the excited antenna modes modify
the probe transmittance T, the color scale is normalized
to the transmittance at the glass substrate, Tsub, recorded
at 3 μm distance from the disk boundary. The nanodisk
resonator with high aspect ratio supports a rich variety of
coexisting optical modes at the same wavelength. Deter-
mining the order and type of the excited modes requires
figuring out the probe positions and wavelengths at which
resonant excitation occurs. To this end, we calculated the
integral of the electric field localized inside the antenna
volume, Wa = ∫ |E|2dV, recorded at each position of the
SNOM probe on the nanoantenna (see SNOM simulations
in the Methods section, Supplementary Materials). The
spectral dependence of 2D maps of Wa normalized to the
electric field localization without antennaW0 is presented
in Figure 1(e). The maxima on these Wa/W0 maps are
located both inside the disk andnear its edges. For𝜆 = 610
nm they are negligible, while for longer wavelengths from
𝜆 = 630 nm to 𝜆 = 730 nm, they are clearly distinguished.
The circle, square, diamond, and triangle purple symbols
in Figure 1(e) mark the prominent Wa/W0 maxima located
near and far from nanodisk’s edge. The near-field distri-
butions of the optical modes shown in the top row of
panels (f–i) present FDTD simulations of the dominant
field component along z−direction at thewavelengths cor-
responding to Wa/W0 maxima. These wavelengths were
identified from the spectral dependence of the field local-
ization Wa/W0 (blue curves in panels (f–i)) recorded at
the probe positions marked with the purple symbols on
the 2D SNOM (panel (d)) and Wa/W0 (panel (e)) maps. To
categorize the different optical modes supported by the
dielectric nanodisk cavity, we follow the nomenclature of
microwave dielectric cylindrical resonator antennas and
waveguides [63]. TEi jmn designates a hybrid mode which
has the |Hz| component as the dominant contribution to
the total |H| field distribution. The subscriptsm and n refer
to the waveguide mode designation, where m indicates
the total number of wavelengths that fit the disk periph-
ery in the azimuthal direction (i.e., half of the antinodes
number fitted along the periphery) and n is the number of
antinodes fitted along the radial direction. We verify that
only one |Hz| antinode exists in the z−direction for the
observed modes, i.e., only half of an effective wavelength
fits within the antenna thickness. The superscripts i = e, o
and j = e, o designate the even (e) or odd (o) mode parity
relative to the antenna’s mirror symmetry plane perpen-
dicular to the x−axis (𝜎x−plane) and y−axis (𝜎y−plane),
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Figure 1: (a) Schematic representation of the near-field mapping of optical modes in the 𝛼-Si nanodisk. (b) SEM image of the 𝛼-Si nanodisk.
The diameter is 515 nm, and the thickness is 96 nm. Experimental (c) and simulated (d) SNOMmaps of the 𝛼-Si nanodisk at different
wavelengths. The polarization of light incident on the SNOM probe (blue arrow) is directed along the y−axis. (e) Simulated 2D maps of
electric field localization Wa/W0 at the same wavelengths as in the SNOMmaps in (c) and (d). The circle (x = 0 nm, y = 220 nm), square
(x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm), diamond (x = 120 nm, y = 0 nm), and triangle (x = 240 nm, y = 0 nm) symbols on 2D maps in (b), (d), and (e) depict
the SNOM probe positions corresponding to maxima of the electric field localization Wa/W0. (f–i) The simulated SNOM transmittance T/T sub
(black curves) and electric field localization Wa/W0 (blue curves) spectra recorded at the fixed positions of the SNOM probe marked as
purple symbols on SNOM (d) and Wa/W0 (e) maps. The top row in (f–i) shows the simulated |Hz| distributions of TEi jmn optical modes. The |Hz|

field was taken at central xy−cross-sections of the nanodisk as shown in the sketch in panel (f). (j) |Hz| distributions of TEee41 and TE
eo
13 optical

modes at xz−cross-section (see schematic illustration in the sketch). The positions of xz−plane cuts are marked by red dashed lines in (f)
and (g). Dotted white circles indicate the boundary of the nanodisk. The solid white lines indicate the edges of the aperture SNOM probe.

respectively. Since the magnetic field H is a pseudovector,
the Hz component of even parity modes transforms as an
antisymmetric function (Hz(x, y) = −Hz(−x, y),Hz(x, y)) =
−Hz(x,−y)) under mirror reflections with respect to 𝜎x
and 𝜎y planes, and as a symmetric function (Hz(x, y) =
Hz(−x, y),Hz(x, y) = Hz(x,−y)) in the case of odd parity
modes.

When theprobe locatesnear theedgeof thedisk (circle
symbol marking in Figure 1(f)), the Wa/W0 spectrum has

three maxima which correspond to the excitation of the
following WGMs: TEeo51 at 𝜆 = 624 nm, TEee41 at 𝜆 = 670 nm,
and TEeo31 at 𝜆 = 745 nm. It is also observed that the SNOM
probepositions, that result in resonant excitation, coincide
with the |Hz| nodes of these WGMs.

Next, we discuss the optical modes excited at other
probe positions. When the probe locates in the disk center
(square mark in Figure 1(g)), the type of modes changes
from WGMs, which are mostly concentrated near the disk
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edge, to CMs, which cover the full disk volume. The maxi-
mumat𝜆 = 685 nmof the correspondingWa/W0 spectrum
is associated with the TEeo13 mode (𝜎x−even, 𝜎y−odd). Due
to thearrangementof three |Hz|antinodesalongthex−axis
(counting from the center of the disk), the TEeo13 mode is
again excited by the SNOMprobe at the two off-center posi-
tionsmarkedasdiamondand triangle inFigure 1(h) and (i),
respectively. These positions also coincide with |Hz| nodes
of the TEeo13 mode. In addition to the excitation of individual
modes, Figure 1(g) shows that the probe simultaneously
excites a superposition of modes at the square mark posi-
tion at𝜆 = 730nm (superposition of TEeo31 andTE

eo
13 modes).

The superposition of TEoo41 and TEeo13 modes is observed at
the positions marked as diamond (panel (h)) and trian-
gle (panel (i)) at 𝜆 = 670 nm. This simultaneous excitation
occurs when the individual modal antinodes and spec-
tral bands overlap (see Section 3, SupplementaryMaterials
with the decomposition of the Hz field distribution in the
individual eigenmodes).

The positions of the SNOM probe, at which the res-
onant excitation takes place, coincide with nodes of the
|Hz| distribution for all excited optical modes. Figure 1(j)
shows in more detail the coupling of the probe near-field
with TEee41 and TEeo13 modes. It presents the simulated |Hz|

field distribution in the xz−plane (see sketch in (j)) taken
through the circle and square probe positions along the
red dashed lines in (f) and (g). The SNOM probe near-
field, created by the incident focused laser light with lin-
ear polarization, possesses two strong |Hz| hotspots (see
also field distribution of all components near the aper-
ture SNOM probe in Supporting Information in Ref. 56).
At the position of the modal |Hz| nodes, the two mag-
netic field hotspots of the probe apex spatially overlap
with two |Hz| antinodes of TEee41 and TEeo13 modes result-
ing in the resonant excitation. The reason for the efficient
excitation of optical modes at the node of the normal
field components is the absence of the normal magnetic
field component at the center of the SNOM probe [56, 62].
In contrast to the zero normal magnetic component, a
strong lateral electric field component (along the y-axis)
exists at the center of the SNOM probe. Therefore, the
resonant position also corresponds to the antinodes of
the lateral electric field. Similar correspondence of lateral
field antinodes with resonant position of the SNOM probe
has been observed for plasmonic [56, 58] and all-dielectric
nanoantennas [60].

Now we discuss the transmission intensity contrast
that is observed in the SNOM maps. For this, we focus on
themostprominentWa/W0maximapositions inFigure 1(e)
and superimpose them on the simulated SNOM maps in

Figure 1(d) (purple marks). As such, we can associate
the excitation of specific optical modes with the result-
ing transmittance features. A quick look at Figure 1(d) and
(e) already reveals that there is no straightforward one-to-
one correlation between the excitation of a mode and the
SNOM contrast. Indeed, the maxima of the field localiza-
tion can coincide with both local dark or bright spots, or
even somewhere in between. This leads us to conclude that
the SNOM intensity contrast is the result of a more intri-
cate interplay between multiple coexisting optical modes
that can be excited at the same wavelength. The scatter-
ing intensity of each optical mode can be high or low,
which results in bright or dark spots, respectively. For the
SNOM map at 𝜆 = 630 nm (Figure 1(d)), TEeo51 WGM exci-
tation results in the bright spot. The other T/Tsub maxima
and minima on this SNOM map near the disk center are
also associated with the excitation of other higher order
modes. However, their electric field localization is lower
than that of TEeo51 . For the SNOM map at 𝜆 = 685 nm, TEee41
WGMexcitation leads to thedarkspot (circle inFigure 1(d)),
while the TEoo41 + TEeo13 mode appears as local bright spots
at the diamond and triangle dots. For the SNOM map at
𝜆 = 685 nm, the excitation of the TEeo13 mode at their three
|Hz| nodes (square, diamond, and triangle) results in three
bright spots with various T/Tsub values of 0.9, 2.1, 0.97,
respectively. Finally, for the SNOMmap at 𝜆 = 730 nm, the
TEeo31 WGM appears as the local dark spot (circle mark),
but the TEeo13 + TEeo31 mode leads to the bright spot (square
mark).

Figure1(g)–(i) depicts the spectral dependence of the
transmittance T/Tsub (black curves) and field localization
Wa/W0 (blue curves), for fixedpositions of theSNOMprobe
as indicated with the purple dots in Figure 1(d) and (e).
Also here, it is seen that there is no straightforward link
between the local excitation of a mode and the resulting
T/Tsub behavior, i.e., there is no spectral match between
peaks and dips. A closer look, however, reveals that the
T/Tsub curves possess asymmetric Fano lineshapes in the
spectral vicinity of resonant modes excitation (the Wa/W0
maxima). The asymmetric lineshape arises from the inter-
ference of the two radiative contributions reaching the
objective: the first one being the resonant radiation of
an optical mode (Eantenna, see Figure 1(a)) and the sec-
ond being light non-resonantly transmitted through the
antenna (Eprobe, see Figure 1(a)). The latter comes from
propagating modes of the illuminated probe [64]. Simi-
lar spectral behavior of the transmittance spectrum (Fano
lineshape) has been observed for plasmonic nanoanten-
nas probed by aperture type SNOM in the illumination
mode [65, 66]. The T/Tsub minima (maxima), which are
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blue-(red-) shifted fromtheWa/W0maxima inFigure1(f–i),
are the results of the destructive (constructive) interference
between the antennamodes and propagatingmodes of the
probe. Consequently, this Fano-interference, along with
various scattering intensities of each mode, influences the
SNOM map intensity contrast. Each mode can manifest
itself as a bright or dark spot depending on the observa-
tion wavelength and the transmittance of other coexisting
modes. Moreover, the SNOM probe position determines
the transmittance properties of the individually excited
mode. It is seen from the excitation of the TEeo13 mode at
its three |Hz| nodes (square, diamond, and triangle sym-
bols in panel (d) at 𝜆 = 685 nm) where three bright spots
correspond to different T/Tsub values of 0.9, 2.1, and 0.97,
respectively. The corresponding electric field localization
values are 2.27, 1.49, 1.92, and correlate oppositelywith the
T/Tsub values. Wa/W0 at the second |Hz| node (diamond,
Figure 1(h)) is lower thanat twoothernodes (squareand tri-
angle in Figure 1(g) and (i), respectively). The lowerWa/W0
at the second |Hz| nodemeans lower coupling efficiency of
the probe near-field with the TEeo13 mode resulting in higher
non-resonant scattering intensity from the SNOM probe
and therefore a brighter spot on the SNOMmaps. The cou-
pling efficiency at the second |Hz| node (diamond mark)
is lower as the SNOM probe near-field is coupled with two
|Hz| antinodes of different spatial shapes (one circular and
onehalf-moonshaped) in comparisonwithonesat the cen-
ter and edge positions (see |Hz| distribution of TEeo13 mode
in panels (g, h, i)). Hence, theT/Tsub contrast of an individ-
ual excited optical mode is also modified when the probe
drives the same mode at its different |Hz| nodes. An addi-
tional contribution to themodification of the T/Tsub value,
appearing when the same mode is excited at its different
nodes, is the dependence of the phase shift between reso-
nant andnon-resonant radiation on the relative position of
the SNOM probe and the nanoantenna’s center. The phase
shift is modified when the probe excites the same mode at
its nodes which are closer or further from the antenna’s
center.

Compared with other works on SNOM near-field map-
ping, the observed SNOM contrast for the 𝛼-Si nanodisk is
different from the contrast observed for the excitation of
the spectrally and spatially separated Fabry–Perot modes
in all-dielectric [60] and plasmonic 1D nanorod [56, 67]
antennas. In those nanoantennas, the bright (for dielectric
nanorod) and dark (for plasmonic nanorod) spots on the
SNOMmaps coincide with the probe positions of resonant
excitation. However, similar to the obtained SNOM maps
for a 𝛼-Si nanodisk, the coexisting cavity and edge plas-
mon modes at a single wavelength results in either bright

or dark spots on SNOMmaps measured on gold nanodisks
[68] and graphene nanoresonators with a disk and square
shape [69].

To conclude, for the disk antenna geometry, we
showed that near-field light of the SNOM aperture probe
locally excites the higher order TEi jmn CMs andWGMs in the
𝛼-Si nanodisk.Within our experimental spectral range, we
observed modes with indices m = 1–5 and n = 1–3. The
parity (i, j) of the excited modes can be either even or odd
for two orthogonal symmetrymirror planes of the disk. The
visualized TEmn modes are different from the higher order
TMmn modes (Ez component is dominant, and m = 0–4,
n = 1–4) that were observed by electron beam excitation
of a Si-nanodisk [37] and an apertureless SNOM approach
[52]. Inourstudy, thesimulationsofnear-fielddistributions
show that the positions where the probe excites optical
modes, coincide with |Hz| nodes of the TEi jmn modes. The
SNOMmaps do not directly represent the field distribution
of individual opticalmodes, but rather a superpositiondue
to the coexistence of a rich variety ofmodes. The excitation
of disk modes results in either bright (high scattering) or
dark (low scattering) spots on SNOM maps. The varying
intensity contrast seen in the SNOM maps is associated
with the scattering intensity of each excited mode, Fano-
interference between the mode and probe radiation, and
varying coupling efficiency of the probe’s near-field with
the optical modes at their different nodes.

2.2 Square
Next, we reduce the antenna rotational symmetry to four-
fold and turn our attention to an 𝛼-Si nanosquare with
dimensions similar to the nanodisk above: side length
of 515 nm and thickness of 96 nm (see SEM image in
Figure 2(a)). The experimental and simulated SNOMmaps
are shown in Figure 2(b) and (c), respectively, at multi-
ple wavelengths between 𝜆 = 600 nm and 𝜆 = 750 nm.
Also here, very distinct transmission patterns are obtained
with a very good agreement between experiment and
simulation. Although these patterns present some resem-
blance to those of the nanodisk, there are some clear
differences. The calculated 2D maps of electric field local-
ization Wa/W0 shown in Figure 2(d) reveal the probe
positions of resonant mode excitation at the local Wa/W0
maxima. The prominent Wa/W0 maxima positions – near
and far from the square’s edges – are again marked in
Figure 2(a) and (d) with a purple symbol. To find the exact
wavelengths of resonant mode excitation, Wa/W0 (blue
curves) spectra taken at fixed probe positions are shown in
Figure2(e–h). The top row depicts the distribution of the
dominant field component |Hz| in the nanosquare taken at
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Figure 2: (a) SEM image of the 𝛼-Si nanosquare. The side length is 515 nm, and the thickness is 96 nm. Experimental (b) and simulated (c)
SNOMmaps of the 𝛼-Si nanosquare at different wavelengths. The polarization of the light incident on the SNOM probe (blue arrow) is
directed along the y−axis. (d) Simulated 2D maps of electric field localization Wa/W0 at the same wavelengths of the SNOMmaps in (c). The
circle (x = 0 nm, y = 220 nm), square (x = 80 nm, y = 200 nm), diamond (x = 0 nm, y = 0 nm), and triangle (x = 120 nm, y = 0 nm) symbols
on 2D maps in (a), (c), and (d) depict the SNOM probe positions corresponding to maxima of electric field localization. (e–h) The simulated
SNOM transmittance T/T sub (black curves) and electric field localization Wa/W0 (blue curves) spectra recorded at the fixed positions of the
SNOM probe marked as purple symbols on SNOM (c) and Wa/W0 (d) maps. The top rows in (e–h) show the simulated |Hz| distributions of
TEi jmn optical modes. The |Hz| field was taken at central xy−cross-sections of the nanosquare as shown in the sketch in panel (e). Dotted
white lines indicate the boundary of the nanosquare.

wavelengths corresponding toWa/W0 maxima in the plots
at the bottom row. The |Hz| distributions reveal that the
probe excites TEi jmn optical modes, which have |Hz| as the
dominant contribution to the total |H| field. The subscripts
m and n in TEi jmn indicate the number of |Hz| antinodes
in x, y−direction, respectively. There is only one antinode
in the z−direction for the observed modes. Two Wa/W0
maxima at 𝜆 = 655 nm and 𝜆 = 704 nm in panel (e) are
associated with the excitation of TEeo43 CM and TEee41 WGM
(subscripts for TEee41 mode correspond to the designation
of a WGM in a disk) when the probe locates at the posi-
tion near the square’s edge marked with the circle. At the
squaremarkposition, showninpanel (c)at𝜆 = 655nm, the
SNOM probe excites the TEeo43 mode. The SNOM probe also
launches the same TEeo43 mode at two other positions. The
first is at the center of the nanosquare (panel (g), diamond,
𝜆 = 655 nm). The second is near the left edge (panel (h),

triangle, 𝜆 = 655 nm). In addition to the excitation of the
TEeo43 mode with even parity with respect to the 𝜎x−plane
and odd parity with respect to the 𝜎y−plane, panel (f)
shows the excitationof TEoe34 at the off-center probeposition
marked with the square (𝜆 = 655 nm) having the opposite
symmetry to TEeo43. Along with TE

oe
34, the probe excites TE

oo
33

at the square mark position and 𝜆 = 719 nm (Figure 2(f)).
This mode is again launched at the triangle mark posi-
tion at 𝜆 = 719 nm (panel (h)), but with smaller efficiency,
since this position does not precisely correspond to the
maximum ofWa/W0 (see 2DWa/W0 map in panel (d)). The
last CM observed is TEeo41 which is excited at 𝜆 = 690 nm at
the diamond (panel (g)) and triangle (panel (h)) mark. As
it was for the disk case, probe positions corresponding to
resonant excitation coincide with |Hz| nodes of these TEi jmn
modes.
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Similar to the SNOM maps of the nanodisk, superim-
posing the Wa/W0 maxima in Figure 2(d) onto the SNOM
maps in Figure 2(c) highlights the transmittance features
associated with the excitation of the optical modes. The
excitation of multiple coexisting modes at their various
|Hz| nodes results in bright and dark spots on the SNOM
maps. Inpanel (c), e.g., thebrightanddarkareasat𝜆 = 655
nmare associatedwith the excitation of TEeo43 andTE

oe
34 CMs.

TEeo43 excited at its central |Hz| node (square mark) results
in the local dark spot on the SNOM map, while excitation
of TEeo43 at its off-center nodes results in a transmission
intensity somewhere between the bright and dark spots
(circle and triangle). Similar to the disk case, the excita-
tion of TEeo43 CM at either its center or off-center |Hz| node
positions, gives rise to a different T/Tsub value, an effect
that can be ascribed to a position dependent coupling effi-
ciency between probe and mode. However, compared to
the disk case, the T/Tsub maxima/minima show a larger
spatial shift relative to theWa/W0 maxima as a result from
the excitation of the square’s TEeo43 mode at its off-center
nodes (circle and triangle). The intermediate T/Tsub values
observed at Wa/W0 maxima positions can intuitively be
explained by the probe position dependence of the phase
shift between theopticalmode radiationandnon-resonant
probe radiation. When the probe is closer to/farther from
the antenna center, the phase shift decreases/increases
since the excitedmode does not change its spatial position
with respect to the antenna center during the scanning
process. It results in the decrease/increase of the transmit-
ted light (dark/bright areas) near the |Hz| node positions.
Suppose one of the two channels (antenna mode or non-
resonant probe radiation) is negligible. In that case, the
phase shift change does not lead to a significant spatial
shift of the T/Tsub minima/maxima with respect to the
Wa/W0 maxima (as it was observed for the disk case). Fol-
lowing this, thephasechangeeffect ismorepronounced for
TEeo43 modes than for the previously discussed TEi jmn modes
in the nanodisk due to the (approximately) equal contribu-
tion of the resonant and non-resonant radiation. Similar
behavior is observed on the SNOMmap at 𝜆 = 690 nm for
the excitation of the TEeo41 mode at its various |Hz| nodes.
The local bright spot appears on the SNOMmap at 𝜆 = 690
nm at the central |Hz| node position of TEeo41 (diamond,
panel (c)). However, the off-center node of this mode (tri-
angle, panel (c)) is between the bright and dark areas. For
theSNOMmapat𝜆 = 704nm, thenodeof TEee41 WGMis also
between the bright and dark areas (panel (c), circle). For
the SNOMmap at𝜆 = 719 nm, TEoo33 mode excitation results
in two local bright spotswith different relativeT/Tsub at the
square and triangle mark.

The different T/Tsub values, associatedwith excitation
of optical modes, are also demonstrated in Figure2(e–h)
by the simulations of the T/Tsub (black curves) andWa/W0
(blue curves) spectral dependences recorded at individ-
ual SNOM probe positions marked with the purple dots.
Similar to the disk case, T/Tsub curves present asymmetric
Fano lineshapes near the vicinity of optical mode exci-
tation (Wa/W0 maxima) caused by interference of the
antenna mode radiation and non-resonantly transmitted
light. This again shows that the different modes result in
various T/Tsub Fano lineshapes. Even for the individual
modes, TEeo43 and TE

oo
33 , excited at their different |Hz| nodes,

the T/Tsub values and Fano lineshapes differ. The differ-
ent Fano lineshapes are also associated with changes in a
phaseshift andcouplingefficiencywhenmodesareexcited
at their different |Hz| nodes.

To summarize for the square geometry, SNOM maps
of the 𝛼-Si nanosquare reveal the excitation of higher
order TEi jmn WGM ((m, n) = (4, 1)) and CMs ((m, n) =
(4, 1); (3, 3); (3, 4); (4, 3)) with either even or odd par-
ity (i, j). The observed chess-like |Hz| field distribution of
TEi jmn CMs in the square antenna differs from the disk case
due to the difference in the light reflection conditions at
the two opposite parallel edges of the square compared
to the rounded edges in the disk antenna cavity. Simi-
lar to the disk case, the intensity contrast of each SNOM
map at a single wavelength results from the superposi-
tion of spectrally overlapping higher order TEi jmn CMs and
WGMs. The SNOM probe positions of the resonant excita-
tion occurring at |Hz| nodes of TEi jmn modes, coincide with
local bright and dark areas on the SNOM maps as was for
the disk case, but now also at intermediate transmission
values. The SNOM contrast is again associated with vari-
ous scattering intensities of the excited modes, the Fano-
interference between the probe and mode radiation, and
the different coupling efficiency of the probe near-field to
the modes.

2.3 Triangle
Reducing the rotational symmetry of the nanoantenna fur-
ther expands themodal spectra. In contrast to the disk and
square shape, for the equilateral trianglepossessingmirror
symmetry only with respect to the 𝜎x−plane, a 90◦ change
in the excitation polarization allows the SNOM probe to
couple to a different set ofmodes [70]. Therefore, the polar-
ization directions parallel and perpendicular with respect
to the triangle’s height (y−axis) are studied separately in
Figures 3 and 4, respectively. Starting with parallel polar-
ization in Figure 3, the experimental SNOM maps of an
equilateral 𝛼-Si nanotriangle with a side length of 700 nm
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Figure 3: (a) SEM image of the equilateral 𝛼-Si nanotriangle. The side length of triangle is 700 nm, and the thickness is 100 nm. The blue
arrow indicates the y−polarization of light focused in the SNOM probe. Experimental (b) and simulated (c) SNOMmaps of the 𝛼-Si
equilaterale nanotriangle for y−polarized excitation. (d) Simulated 2D maps of electric field localization Wa/W0 at the same wavelengths of
the SNOMmaps in (c). The circle (x = 0 nm, y = 580 nm), square (x = 0 nm, y = 120 nm), diamond (x = 0 nm, y = 360 nm), and triangle
(x = 0 nm, y = 260 nm) symbols on (a), (c), and (d) depict the SNOM probe positions corresponding to maxima of electric field localization.
(e–h) The simulated SNOM transmittance T/T sub (black curves) and electric field localization Wa/W0 (blue curves) spectra recorded at the
fixed positions of the SNOM probe marked as purple symbols on the SNOM (c) and Wa/W0 (d) maps. The top rows in (e–h) show the
simulated |Ez| and |Hz| distributions for TMe

mn and TE
e
mn modes, respectively. The |Ez| and |Hz| field was taken at central xy−cross-sections of

the nanotriangle as shown in the sketch in panel (e). Dotted white and black lines indicate the boundary of the nanotriangle.

and thickness of 100 nm (see SEM image in panel (a)) are
shown in panel (b) together with the simulated results in
panel (c). Again, the simulated SNOMmaps demonstrate a
good agreement with the experimental results. Maxima on
the 2DWa/W0 maps in Figure 3(d) marked with the purple
symbols indicate probe positions that result in resonant
mode excitation. For the triangle antenna, we limit our
discussion to probe positions on the triangle’s height from
the top corner to the base.

The field distribution in Figure3(e–h) taken at the
fixed probe positions (marked by purple symbols in panel
(d)) and corresponding to maxima of Wa/W0 spectra (blue
curves) in Figure3(e–h) demonstrate the excitation of both
TMi

mn and TEimn modes with dominant |Ez| and |Hz| com-
ponents, respectively. The TMi

mn as well as the TE
i
mn modes

can be excited by the SNOM probe due to the existence of
two intense |Ez| hotspots near the SNOM probe aperture
along the y−direction. These two |Ez| hotspots resonantly

couples with two |Ez| antinodes of TMi
mn modes at their

|Ez| node positions. More details on the distributions of
all field components near the aperture SNOM probe can
be found in the Supporting Information of Ref. 56. The
indices m and n refer to analytical solutions for TM and
TE waveguide modes with even and odd parity (with
respect to the 𝜎x−plane perpendicular to the x−axis) for
a hollow equilateral triangle waveguide with metal walls
[71, 72]. Thesemodes have a similar spatial arrangement of
antinodes as the dielectric triangle cavity [70, 73] (see ana-
lytical solutions in Section 4, Supplementary Materials).
The Ez component is transformed under mirror reflection
with respect to the 𝜎x−plane with symmetric function
(Ez(−x, y) = Ez(x, y)) for even symmetry modes, while the
Hz component is transformedasanantisymmetric function
(Hz(x, y) = −Hz(−x, y)) since H is a pseudovector. When
the probe locates near the top corner (panel (e), circle),
TMe

42 and TMe
32 modes with the dominant |Ez| component
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Figure 4: (a) SEM image of the equilateral 𝛼-Si nanotriangle (the same as in Figure 3). The side length of triangle is 700 nm, and the
thickness is 100 nm. The blue arrow indicates the x−polarization of light focused in the SNOM probe. Experimental (b) and simulated (c)
SNOMmaps of the 𝛼-Si equilaterale nanotriangle for x−polarized excitation, respectively. The blue arrow indicates the x−polarization of
light focused in the SNOM probe. (d) Simulated 2D maps of electric field localization Wa/W0 at the same wavelengths of the SNOMmaps in
(c). The circle (x = 0 nm, y = 560 nm), square (x = 0 nm, y = 80 nm), diamond (x = 0 nm, y = 260 nm), and triangle (x = 0 nm, y = 180 nm)
symbols on (a), (c), and (d) depict the SNOM probe positions corresponding to maxima of electric field localization. (e–h) The simulated
SNOM transmittance T/T sub (black curves) and electric field localization Wa/W0 (blue curves) spectra recorded at the fixed positions of the
SNOM probe marked as purple symbols on SNOM (c) and Wa/W0 (d) maps. The top rows in (e–h) show the simulated |Hz| distributions of
TEomn modes. The |Hz| field was taken at central xy−cross-sections of the nanotriangle as shown in the sketch in panel (e). Dotted white and
black lines indicate the boundary of the nanotriangle.

are excited at 𝜆 = 632 nm and 𝜆 = 695 nm, respectively,
having even symmetry with respect to the 𝜎x−plane. TMe

42
is also excited at the position marked with the diamond in
Figure 3(f) at 𝜆 = 648 nm. At this position, the probe also
excites TEe21 at 𝜆 = 705 nm (Figure 3(f)). Figure 3(g) shows
excitationofTEe40 (𝜆 = 632nm)andTEe21 𝜆 = 710nm)when
the probe locates near the bottom side of the triangle (posi-
tion marked with the square). Figure 3(h) demonstrates
that TEe40 (𝜆 = 632 nm) and TEe21 (𝜆 = 705 nm) modes are
excited again at the position marked with the triangle.

The positions of resonant excitation coincide with
|Ez| nodes for TMe

mn and |Hz| nodes for TEemn. These posi-
tions, superimposed on the SNOM maps (purple symbols
in Figure 3(c)), show that coexisting optical modes result
in various T/Tsub contrast on an SNOM map due to their
different scattering intensities and Fano-interference

between the non-resonant probe and antenna radiation.
For the SNOM map at 𝜆 = 632 nm (Figure 3(c)), the
local dark spot near the triangle’s corner (see circle at
𝜆 = 632 nm in Figure 3(c)) results from TMe

42 excitation.
While the square mark position near the triangle’s bottom
(panel (c)), corresponding to TEe40 excitation, is located
between a bright and dark area. For the SNOM map at
𝜆 = 648 nm, the local bright spot at the triangle mark
position and the dark one at the diamond mark position
appear due to the TEe40 and TM

e
42 modes excitation, respec-

tively. Finally, for the SNOM map at 𝜆 = 705 nm, the first
|Hz| node of TEe21 coincides with the local bright spot at
the diamond mark, while the second one locates between
bright and dark areas (square). Such difference of T/Tsub
value for the TEe21 mode is again associated with the dif-
ferent coupling efficiency of the probe near-field with the
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TEe21 mode at two different |Hz| node positions. The sec-
ond reason is a different phase shift between the resonant
and non-resonant radiation for the two different probe
positions.

Figures 4(b) and (c) show that rotation of the excita-
tion polarization by 90◦ leads to modification of the SNOM
maps due to the absence of mirror symmetry of the nan-
otriangle with respect to the 𝜎y−plane (perpendicular to
the y−axis). Again, experimental maps (panel (b)) are in
very good agreement with simulated results (panel (c)).
The selected wavelengths of 𝜆 = 642 nm and 𝜆 = 704 nm
correspond to the maxima on the Wa/W0 maps shown in
panel (d). The simulated |Hz| distributions shown in pan-
els (e–h) demonstrate that the type ofmodes excited along
the height of the triangle is transverse electric with odd
parity with respect to the 𝜎x−plane. The mode parity is
opposite to the one observed for y−polarized illumina-
tion (Figure 3). The Hz field distribution of the modes for
x−polarized illumination is transformed as a symmetric
function (Hz(x, y) = Hz(−x, y)). The TEo32 (𝜆 = 642 nm) and
TEo21 (𝜆 = 710 nm)modes (panel (e)) are excited at the posi-
tion marked with the square near the bottom side of the
triangle. TEo32 and TEo21 are also excited when the probe
locates near the center of the nanotriangle (diamond in
panel (f)). TEo21 is alsoexcitednear the cornerof thenanotri-
angle (panel (h), circle at𝜆 = 704 nm). Panel (g) shows the
distribution of a TEo30 mode at 𝜆 = 704 nmwhich is excited
at the trianglemark probe position. Onemoremode is TEo31
which is excited near the top corner (circle in panel (h) at
𝜆 = 642 nm).

The superimposed Wa/W0 maxima positions on the
simulated SNOM maps (Figure 4(c)) show the various
SNOM probe transmittance features associated with the
excitation of coexisting optical modes with different scat-
tering intensity, similar to the disk and square case. For
the SNOM map at 𝜆 = 642 nm, TEo32 excitation results
in the local dark spot at the triangle’s bottom (square
mark) and the bright spot at the diamond mark position.
At 𝜆 = 704 nm, the local bright and dark spot near the
triangle’s bottom (square mark) and corner (circle mark),
respectively, result from TEo21 mode excitation. Another
local bright spot at the triangular mark position corre-
sponds to TEo30 mode excitation. As is the case for the
disk and square geometry, Fano resonance lineshapes in
the transmission spectra, recorded at fixed probe posi-
tions, are also observed for the nanotriangle’s TEinm and
TMi

nm modes, and this for both excitation polarizations
(see T/Tsub spectra in panels (e–h) in Figures 3 and 4).

Concluding the triangle geometry, the bright and dark
spotson theobservedSNOMmapsareassociatedwithexci-
tation of TEimn ((m, n) = (4,0), (3, 2), (3, 1), (3,0), (2, 1)) and
TMi

mn ((m, n) = (4, 2), (3, 2)) higher order optical modes.
The dark and bright features are linked with TEimn or TM

i
mn

modes by simulations of the electric field localization and
field distributions. Similar to the disk and square anten-
nas, thebrightanddark featureson theSNOMmapsappear
due to thedifferences in scattering intensities of the excited
modes, the Fano-interferencebetween theprobe andmode
radiation, anddifference incouplingefficiencyof theprobe
near-field with the modes. In addition, the change of the
illumination polarization leads to a modification of the
mode parity of the excited optical modes. The positions of
resonant excitation coincidewith |Ez| nodes for TMe

mn, and
|Hz| nodes for TEemn and TE

o
mn.

2.4 Quality factor and light trapping
capabilities of the excited modes

In addition to the far-field radiative properties of the
locally excited higher order modes, we estimate their
Q−factorsand light trappingcapabilities,whichare impor-
tant parameters for applications in light-emitting devices,
solar cells, and non-linear light generation. For this, the
Wa/W0 spectra of the nanodisk (Figure 1(f) and (g)),
nanosquare (Figure2(e)–(g)), and nanotriangle (Figure 3
(e and g) and Figure 4(e and h)) were fitted with a multi-
peak Lorentzian. For the nanodisk, the highest quality
factor of Q = 68 and highest field localization value of
Wa/W0 = 7.5 are obtained for TEee41 WGM. These values
are higher in comparison with other higher order CMs of
the nanodisk (Q = 24 and Wa/W0 = 2.3 for TEeo13 ) and the
lowest order modes in a Si nanodisk (magnetic or electric
dipole modes [74]).

A slightly lower Q = 45 is observed for TEee41 WGM
(Figure 2(e)) in the nanosquare. This can be attributed
to the additional scattering experienced by the WGM at
the sharp corners of the square. The cavity modes in the
nanosquare, on theotherhand,haveQ = 63andQ = 52 for
TEeo43 (Figure 2(e)) and TE

oo
33 (Figure 2(f)), respectively. This

is higher in comparison to the CMs in the nanodisk and
comparable with its TEee41 WGM. A higher Q−factor for the
CMs in thenanosquare canbeexplainedby itswell-defined
cavity length defined by the two opposite parallel edges,
which are absent in a disk and triangle. A lower Q−factor
of 21 is observed for the TEeo41 CM in the nanosquare. Inter-
estingly, for the TEoo33 CM and TEee41 WGM in the nanosquare,
very strong field localization reaching almost Wa/W0 = 25
is observed. This means that these modes can efficiently
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trap lightwithin the nanoantenna due to the high coupling
efficiency to the probe near-field.

The estimated Q−factors of the nanotriangle modes
are generally lower than themaximumvalues observed for
thenanosquare antennaandare compared to thenanodisk
CMs. For y−polarized illumination,we obtainedQ−factors
of Q = 21 for TMe

42, Q = 19 for TEe21, and Q = 15 for TMe
32

(Figure 3(e) and (g)). For x−polarized illumination we
observed Q−factors of Q = 24 for TEo32 and Q = 19 for TEo21
(Figure 4(e)).

However, the SNOM probe–antenna interactions can
modify the modal excitation boundary conditions as well
as the absorption and scattering of the optical modes. To
reveal the influence of the SNOM probe on the Q-factor
and resonant wavelength, we compared these parameters
calculated from the SNOM data (spectral dependence of
electric field localizationWa/W0) with eigenmode analysis
without the SNOM probe. Tables S1–S3 in Supplemen-
tary Materials, Section 5 show results for optical modes
in the nanodisk, nanosquare, and nanotriangle, respec-
tively. For opticalmodeswithQ> 40 (obtained fromSNOM
Wa/W0 data), Q-factors obtained from eigenmode analysis
are almost two times larger than the results from SNOM
spectral data. In contrast, the eigenmode analysis has sim-
ilar values for the low Q optical modes (Q < 30 obtained
from the SNOM data analysis). The more significant dif-
ference of the Q-factors for high Q modes (Q > 40) can be
associatedwith the influenceof theSNOMprobeonexcited
optical modes. The SNOM probe leads to the additional
light scattering and absorption of the optical modes that
decrease their Q-factor. Low Q modes already have multi-
plechannels for radiativeandabsorption losses.Therefore,
adding one more channel (an SNOM probe) will not sub-
stantially impact the new Q-factor. In contrast, the impact
on a high Q mode will be more prominent. Tables S1–S3
also show that the SNOM probe has only a small impact
on the resonant wavelengths. This can be explained by the
localization of the optical modes inside the volume of the
nanoantennas.

It should be noted that the excitation of the optical
modes near nanoantennas’ edges leads to higher electric
field localization thanatotherprobepositions.TEeo43 excited
near the edge of the nanosquare leads to Wa/W0 = 11
(Figure 2(e), circle mark) in comparison to 4.3 and 4.7
at two other positions (diamond mark in Figure 2(g) and
triangle mark in Figure 2(h)). Also, for the nanosquare,
excitation of TEoo33 near the square edge leads to almost
Wa/W0 = 25 (Figure 2(f)), which is considerably higher
than Wa/W0 = 12 obtained at the position near the square
center (Figure 2(h)). The excitation of TEe21 (Figure 3(g)),

TEo32 (Figure 4(e)), and TEo21 (Figure 4(h)) in the nan-
otriangle results in higher field localization (Wa/W0 is
around 3) at the triangle’s corner and base than other
excitation positions.

The variable coupling efficiency that is observed orig-
inates from differences in the field overlap of the optical
modesandnear-fieldaround theSNOMprobe. Thisoverlap
is strongly governed by the spatial distribution of the field
antinodes. Depending on the mode spatial structures, the
field antinodes can be closer or farther from each other. It
also depends on the wavelength of the excitation. For the
disk, square, and triangle nanoantennas, the spatial dis-
tribution of the excited optical modes is different, which
modifies the overlap of the optical modes with the near-
field of the SNOM probe. The coupling efficiency is also
governed by their intrinsic losses. The ratio of the radia-
tive and absorption loss of the optical modes determines
the coupling efficiency [75, 76]. All incident light can be
coupled with the optical antenna modes at the equiva-
lence between these two quantities. In other cases, the
SNOMprobe near-field light is more efficiently absorbed or
scattered. As each mode has its own radiative loss, differ-
ent modes possess a different coupling efficiency with the
SNOM probe near-field.

2.5 Plane wave excitation
The higher order CMs and WGMs studied above by the
SNOM probe excitation are difficult to be observed by
far-field techniquesusingaplanewavesource.Forcompar-
ison, in Section 6, Supplementary Materials, we applied a
plane wave source with normal incidence to drive the opti-
calmodes in the nanoantenna. It is shown that for the nan-
odisk, nanosquare, and nanotriangle such an approach
allows the coupling to only a limited number of modes.
The inability to excite all antenna supportedmodes is asso-
ciated with a symmetry mismatch of the electromagnetic
fields of the modes and the plane wave source. Moreover,
even for the symmetry-allowed modes studied above, low
coupling efficiency with a normal-incidence plane wave
source complicates their excitation and observation.

3 Conclusions
Aperture type scanning near-field optical microscopy
(SNOM) reveals a very rich variety of near-field optical
patterns in amorphous silicon nanoantennas. The sub-
wavelength localized excitation of higher order optical
cavitymodes (CMs) andwhispering gallerymodes (WGMs)
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strongly depends on the nanoantennas shape, probe posi-
tion,andexcitation frequency.Thishasbeendemonstrated
for some of the most basic geometries with varying rota-
tional symmetries: a disk, square, and triangle. A detailed
analysis based on full-field FDTD simulations allowed us
to link the aperture SNOMmaps to the field distributions of
higher ordermodes supported by the nanoantennaswhich
have not been previously visualized. The experimental
data has been reconstructed based on the decomposi-
tion in CMs and WGMs with different order and parity.
The insights obtained within this study for basic antenna
cavity shapes provide an important foundation for the
detailed understanding of the optical behavior of more
complexnanocavity systemsunder local excitationand the
interpretation of experimental near-field data. The local
excitation of CMs and WGMs with even and odd symme-
try is accompanied by very distinct light scattering and
trapping properties that have a direct impact on e.g. the
quantum efficiency of nearby emitters, the efficiency of
non-linear effects [77, 78], and directionality of scattered
or emitted light [19, 79].
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